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April 15/17
On April 15, I shared a story of mine about my 
past with my stepfather. I used the words: 
invincible and unstoppable for my poem. It was 
okay the activity, just I didn’t know how to 
explain my poem because of my past. It was a 
little bit difficult. 

On April 17, we started the presentations and 
the one who started presenting was me, then 
Fabian and Julian. I talked about Elizabeth 
Bishop and her story had a impact on me 
because of what happen with her father and 
mother. Honestly how the presentation had to be 
made, I liked it. It was clean and easy to 
present. 



April 19/25

On April 19, Dariel, Angel Mia and Andrea 
presented their poet. For me, the poem I most 
enjoyed was Andrea’s. “Daddy” (the name of the 
poem) of what I understood, the poem is talking 
about how Sylvia express her intense emotions 
towards her father and her husband because of 
the information Andra gave us. 

On April 23, Adrian, Luciano, Zayas, Victoria, 
Johanelys, Diego and Adriana presented their 
poet. The funny thing is that Zayas’ poet 
“Elizabeth Barrett” is named like mine “Elizabeth 
Bishop”. I loved Adriana’s poem “Phenomenal 
Woman” because it’s giving women are a 
powerful presence because of our confidence 
and strength and also our beauty. 



April 25/29

On April 25, we started working with the 
assessment #13: Demonstrative Speech. I 
selected three topics I’m most educated about. 
Self care, outfit forming and how to manage 
time. I selected self care, how to wash your hair 
properly. I selected that because is simple and I 
love that topic.

On April 29, started working Listening-Speaking 
Activity IX: English Class Closing Summary and 
those who haven’t finished the demonstrative 
speech, had to finish it. I was thinking about 
what should I talk about for my closing but I 
haven’t made up my mind yet. 



May 1/3

On May 1, we started presenting the 
Demonstrative Speech. Julian, Zayas, Luciano, 
Fabian, Angel, Andrea, Dariel and I presented 
today. There was some pretty interesting and 
fun presentations. The ones I liked the most was 
Zayas and Mia. Zayas talked about doing tricks 
with your dog, it really inspired me to try training 
my dog Bigote. I enjoyed this project very much.

On May 3, Adriana, Diego and Johanelys 
presented their topic. My favorite among them 
was Diego. His topic was about forming outfits 
and the ones I liked the most was the second 
one because have beach vibes and neutrals 
colors. Johanelys’ topic was about how to 
prepare the skin before applying makeup. 
Because I know how to prepare the skin, I didn't 
learn something new. 



Conclusion
In conclusion, this past week has been fun. I have enjoyed every 
single activity and project. I learned about poetry and about few 
poets. The demonstrative speech was one of my favorite projects 
because I talked about something I have a lot of knowledge and 
very passionate about. 


